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and with reasonable opportunities for self-improvement,
but when it  attempts  to improve  people itself and
assumes the gown of the schoolmaster along with its
natural sword, its efforts are always disastrous in the
extreme.    Happily, however, the worship of the State,
which sprang up in this country as a reaction against the
commercial individualism of the Manchester School, is
now discredited, and if and when Socialism comes it will
not be mounted on the back of a triumphant Leviathan.
Modern Socialism has learned to distrust the State, and
to insist on a division of sovereignty between the State
and the great industrial bodies.    Such a distribution
of power will naturally shock those who regard Hobbes
with veneration and accept as final truth his views on
unlimited and indivisible sovereignty.    But, if we are
to go on centralizing powers and duties on the lines of
State Socialism, Leviathan's back will be broken by the
multitude of straws, and his collapse, to the general
disaster, will be inevitable.
As we shall see in the next chapter, it was not difficult
for the Whigs to make short work of Hobbes and his
social contract. This latter doctrine is so obviously
democratic in tendency that the twist given to it by
Hobbes' ingenuity was easily straightened out. The
critic had only to ask why the surrender of rights should
be final and unconditional, and why it was impossible
to give away some rights in order to retain the rest.
Hobbes, to sum up, had carried sovereignty to ridiculous
limits; but he had done political theory a service by
pointing out the necessity of sovereignty. Medieval
society had existed with a loose division of power
between King, Church, and feudal magnates, and
medieval society had broken into a thousand pieces. In
the same way the modern society of nations existed in
anarchy, each unit jealously hoarding its own trivial

